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Introduction1
If the world had carried out an efficient and future-oriented environmental policy, stock investments in coal
production would have run at a loss. The world’s enormous resources of carbon-rich coal would have remained in the
ground, and the companies that extract coal would have to find something else to do. If the world chooses to extract
and burn all the coal still in the ground, climate changes will run amuck. A fast reduction in the consumption of coal
is one of the most important environmental measures the world needs.
In fact, the opposite is happening. The world’s coal production is increasing; new coal fields are being opened and
the mining companies are boosting production. The age of coal is not over; it will last for many decades yet if the
coal industry gets its will. Behind the coal companies are investors from the whole world who earn money for every
ton of coal that is extracted – and because the world has not yet been able to agree on an efficient international
environmental policy.
Globally, coal contributes to the increase in greenhouse gases; on Borneo, coal production is creating environmental
problems and conflicts. Indonesia is one of the places where coal production is increasing most rapidly. The country
is today the world’s greatest exporter of coal, after quadrupling its production during the past decade. In 2013 alone,
2
the production will increase by almost10% from the previous year. This development is being forced ahead by a
large number of small and large mining companies. Behind these companies, there are also Norwegian investors.
In this note we shall reveal that the Norwegian Government Pension Fund – Global (the Pension Fund) has invested
more than 11 million USD in Indonesian coal mining companies, 330 million USD in Indonesian companies that invest
in coal, and almost 2.8 billion USD in international coal companies with mining production in Indonesia. Five of the
Indonesian companies are also to be found in Kommunal Landspensjonskasse (KLP)’s funds. Nordea Bank has
included one of the companies, Adaro Energy, in its “Emerging Market Fund”.
Our examination of the 16 companies involved in Indonesian coal has revealed 48 coal mines and mining concessions
in Kalimantan and Sumatra. And further mines are planned. Several of the largest coal companies have concrete plans
for vigorous expansion of the production and the acquisition of new coal companies during the next few years.
The Future in Our Hands has visited East and South Kalimantan on the island of Borneo, the two provinces in
Indonesia where most coal is produced today. The coal production takes place in opencast mines. The mining
companies turn the landscape upside down to get the coal out of the ground. Rain forest is cut down and topsoil is
torn up. The coal is scraped out, and enormous craters filled with dirty water remain behind. The mining operations
contribute to conflicts with the local population and to corruption.
Even though large sums of money are obtained, little has been invested in sustainable development or long-term
development for Indonesia’s population. It is difficult to imagine investments that could be in greater contradiction to
the Norwegian authorities’ promise to limit the increase in greenhouse gases and stop climate changes.

Mapping Coal
This note has three objectives. We want to document Norwegian investments in Indonesia’s coal production by
digging up and charting the companies’ concrete mining activity. Norwegian investments in coal constitute a seldom
mentioned paradox, viewed in the light of the fact that parties like the Conservatives and Labour believe that
Norwegian oil is to contribute to replacing the world’s consumption of coal. We wish to elucidate the negative
aspects of coal production in Kalimantan, which local environmental organisations have cautioned about for several
years – a criticism that so far has not reached Norway. The first part of this note is therefore a description of our
encounter with organisations and local society in South and East Kalimantan on Borneo. The next part of the note is
a problematizing of the Pension Fund’s, KLP’s and Nordea’s investments in the light of the goal to stop the climate
changes before we reach a 2°C temperature increase – a goal that is rapidly about to be broken because we are
unable to stop using fossil energy quickly enough. The last part of the pamphlet is a charting of the specific
companies and their coal mines.
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This paper is based on an assignment trip to Indonesia in June 2013 and a field visit with JATAM and WALHI to East and South Kalimantan. This is
an English translation of the discussion paper “Kull og klima i Kalimantan”: http://www.framtiden.no/201311056285/aktuelt/etiske-investeringer/etnorsk-kulleventyr-pa-borneo.html
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http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/07/indonesia-coal-idUSL3N0EH27320130607
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The Future in Our Hands has visited Kalimantan with the aid of two Indonesian organisations: JATAM and WALHI. The
organisations have contributed with information, contact persons and logistic help for a field trip to South and East
Kalimantan. JATAM (Mining Advocacy Network) is a network organisation that works politically with regard to the
negative aspects of mining and helps local society in encounters with mining companies all over Indonesia. WALHI is
Indonesia’s largest environmental organisation and works in South Kalimantan with, among other things, the
consequences of the coal mines. WALHI is a member of the international Friends of the Earth.

Background: The Norwegian Climate Paradox
The Norwegian investments in Indonesia’s coal production constitute a stark contrast to Norway’s declared
environmental policy. Before we discuss the situation in Kalimantan, it is relevant to outline the main features of
Norway’s environmental imprint.
Norway has, since the environmental summit on Bali in Indonesia in 2007, tried to be “top of the class” in
international climate negotiations. Norway tries,
according to the red-green government, to
The Carbon Bubble
“overcomply with the Kyoto agreement”. The measures
More than two thirds of all coal, oil and gas known
have been to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases
today must remain in the ground if we are to attain
at home and purchase climate quotas abroad. The
our joint international goal of limiting global
second measure is Norway’s rain-forest commitment, in
warming to 2°C. In other words, coal and oil
which NKR 3 billion has been granted across 5 years
companies own more resources than they can
for the preservation of the rain forest in Indonesia and
extract. The investments constitute a financial risk,
other countries with tropical rain forest. To stop
because a new climate agreement may make it
deforestation is one of the most important of the rush
unprofitable to extract them. The environmental risk
measures to slow climate changes.
may be greater: if everything is extracted and
Norway’s largest environmental imprint nevertheless
consumed, the environmental changes could get out
stems from Norway’s role as oil producer and oil
of control.
exporter and has been documented in, among other
Some banks and funds have now begun to warn
places, the report “Norwegian Oil and Gas Production”,
against investments in coal. So far, this has not put a
written by Statistics Norway for The Future in Our
damper on the coal companies or the Pension Fund.
Hands and Norwegian Church Aid.3 This is relevant in
this connection because leading parties such as Labour
and the Conservatives have argued that reduction of oil production on the Norwegian continental shelf will lead to
more greenhouse gas emission globally.4 The theory is that a reduced Norwegian supply of oil will be replaced by a
higher consumption of coal, which, on burning, will emit more CO2 than oil and gas. Environmental organisations
such as The Future in Our Hands, however, believe that phasing out of Norwegian oil will have little influence on the
relationship between oil and coal and greater effect on the transition to renewable energy.
This note illustrates two other points in this debate. One is that the profits from Norwegian oil are invested in coal
and thus lead to an increase in both coal and oil. The other is that coal in Indonesia is of value for a series of large
companies that have little interest in slowing their production for the benefit of marginally more environmentally
friendly Norwegian oil.

Indonesia – Asia’s New Coal Mine
Indonesia has in the course of a decade quadrupled its production of coal and is today the world’s largest exporter.
The coal is located some meters below ground on Sumatra and Kalimantan – Indonesia’s part of the island of Borneo.
This rapid growth shows signs of a boom: enormous areas have been opened to exploration and are perforated by
mining activity. Several dozen national and international coal companies are competing for the concessions and
bribing the authorities with money to ensure access. The coal is transported out to a hungry Asian energy market,
where especially China and India have increased their import from Indonesia. Simultaneously the profits are flowing
out to the international shareholders who have invested in the adventure.
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http://www.framtiden.no/201308206207/aktuelt/energi/ny-rapport-avliver-oljemyte.html
http://www.framtiden.no/201304086072/aktuelt/klima/hoy-temperatur-pa-oljedebatt.html
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But a boom always has a sudden end. The mines will soon be empty. Indonesia owns only 0.6%5 of the world’s coal
reserves, according to BP’s energy statistics, far less than such countries as the USA, Russia, China and Australia. Little
of the profits has been invested in the ground in Kalimantan, where the coal was extracted. When the coal fever has
ended in a few decades, the population will be left without resources and without jobs. What will remain are large
holes in the ground and environmental problems, if we are to believe the critics.
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http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/about-bp/statistical-review-of-world-energy-2013.html
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Coal Operations in Indonesia

INDONESIA:

An Open Wound in the Landscape
In front of us lies a huge crater; the distance to the opposite
side is probably a kilometer. The crater lies at the edge of an
enormous open coal mine in South Kalimantan. The company
that operates the mine is Adaro Energy, in which the Pension
Fund, KLP and Nordea have investments. There are no fences or
protection against sliding down into the grey lake that fills the
bottom of the hole. Along the edges we can see where the
excavators have cut through diagonal layers of white, grey, and
black.

Population: 238 million (in 2010).
Geography: 17,500 islands, of which 6000
are populated; lies on the equator.
Politics: Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono is
president, until 2014.
Ranking:
• 121 of 186 on UN’s living-condition
index
• 118 of 174 on TI’s corruption index

Together with rubber producer Misran and three activists from the environmental organisation WALHI I’m walking
along the edge of the hole towards an area where the coal lies open to the sky. Smoke from burning coal rises from
the ground. If we block the strong sun, we can dimly see small flames that lick up from cracks in the ground. The
earth is scorching hot; above, the sun is burning. Misran, who is showing us the mine crater, lives about a kilometer
away. He and his family previously owned land where a big lake lies today. Misran lives by tapping rubber trees on
land he himself owns. On the way back to the house he shows us that the trees have been marked by land surveyors.
The mining company Adaro Energy is expanding its production, and Misran is afraid that the mine will eat its way
even closer to the house and that he will lose even more land.
Adaro Energy’s mine is easily visible on Google’s satellite pictures. It resembles a big grey wound in Borneo’s green
landscape. The whole mine measures 6 km by 3 km and is, according to the company, the largest coal mine on the
southern hemisphere.6 Borneo, the world’s third largest island, is shared by Malaysia and Brunei in the north, and
Indonesia, which has the largest part, in the south. From 1970 onward until the 1990s large areas of the Indonesian
part of Kalimantan was deforested. The rain forest was cut down and exported as tropical timber, especially to China,
Japan and Malaysia. Today the timber industry is nearly terminated for lack of timber and concessions.7
Today it is palm oil and coal mines that threaten nature in Kalimantan. In East Kalimantan, the largest mining
province, land areas corresponding to the size of Belgium have been allocated to mining concessions. From 2004 to
2010, 33 contracts with mining companies were signed; 1212 mining concessions were allocated. A third of South
Kalimantan has been allocated to mining concessions, according to the environmental organisation WALHI.

The Mining Town Tanjung
Adaro Energy is one of the three largest mining companies in Indonesia. Its largest mine is located in Tanjung, a 6hour drive from the coast in the province of South Kalimantan. The company has made Tanjung into a mining town,
one of many in Kalimantan. The workers, with helmets and cars from the company, distinguish the urban landscape.
The income from the mine has contributed to two new, expensive hotels. Indonesia’s production of coal has
increased from ca 100 to 410 million tons of coal produced annually during 10 years. Cities like Samarinda in East
Kalimantan are also distinguished by the coal export boom, with a rapid increase in the economy in the cities, and
big areas in the surrounding districts perforated by mining activity. In 2008, 70% of the export from Indonesia derived
from East Kalimantan alone.8
Many companies are involved in coal production in Indonesia – from small local ones to large multinational mining
companies. A total of 5000 mining permits have been allocated in all of Indonesia, according to Indonesia Corruption
Watch, a number that also includes minerals. Indonesia’s economy is characterised by the country’s role as supplier of
raw materials. Coal comes in addition to, among other things, tin, gold and copper.
During the first years of the coal boom, much of the coal mining took place illegally. The illegal operations may also
attain large proportions. In 2006 an illegal operator carried out mining activity with 16 excavators and 200 lorries. As
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much as 4 of 22 million tons coal produced in South Kalimantan that year derived from unauthorised mining activity
– a loss of more than 90 million USD.9 Today fewer are believed to operate illegally.

Environment: The Coal Mines’ Black Underside
In Norway coal has a bad reputation because it is the energy source that emits most of the greenhouse gas CO2 in
energy production (electricity). For the population of Kalimantan the environmental problems are more acute and
closer.
Fifty meters from where the village of Kerta Buana ends there is a huge hole in the ground. Ibu Dewa Jati is standing
at its edge, with an angry look on her face, together with Merah Johansyah from the organisation Jatam. Down in the
opencast mine bulldozers, excavators, lorries, and tanks are working, and two barges are pumping grey water out of
a dam down at the bottom. The excavators shovel coal onto a waiting lorry and deposits onto another. The coal is
driven a couple of kilometers down to the river, where it is transported to the coast on barges. The deposits are
driven and dumped into a former opencast mine a few hundred meters away, which extends a couple of kilometers
across.
The inhabitants of the village moved to Kalimantan in 1984 on the initiative of the authorities, which encourage
people to move from the most to the least populated islands in Indonesia. Ibu Dewa Jati herself moved from Bali
because she received an offer of new land. Now the village’s earth is being dug up to get to the coal, which is
located some dozen meters below the ground. One side of the mine goes all the way up to the rice paddies. The
grey water pumped up from the mine runs untreated down towards the village’s rice patches to. Abin, who lives in
the house closest to the mine, tells us that the family has lost access to water from the well, since the deep mines
have reduced the ground water. They now have to buy water from a tank lorry once a month but receive no
compensation for the water they buy.
The village has lost farmland to the coal mine, and the rice paddies stretch all the way up to the mine. One of the
village’s paddies has been cut in two, and the water has disappeared. Each time it rains, more of the top soil
disappears down into the hole. A farmer named Mispan has loaded two sacks of rice onto his scooter and is on his
way home from the paddies. He has lost farmland corresponding to ten sacks of rice to the mining company, he tells
Jatam.
This is the last straw for Ibu Dewa Jati, who resolutely calls a company contact person to complain about the soil that
is disappearing. Merah Johansyah and the driver sit wide-eyed and listen while the dignified – and now very angry –
old lady confronts the company. After 5 minutes she hangs up. Resigned, she relates that the farmland, according to
the company, has already been compensated for and belongs to the mining company. Farmland that could have
yielded 10 sacks of rice annually for several generations in the future has been compensated for with a lump sum
and is slowly eaten up by excavators and erosion.

A “Toxic Tour”
The mining operation that affects the village of Kerta Buana is run by the company Kitadin, which in turn is owned by
Indo Tambangraya Megah, in which the Pension Fund and KLP have invested. The Future in Our Hands has not been
able to talk to Kitadin about its mining practice and about any possible plans for rehabilitating the landscape after
the mining operations are finished. The damage from previous and present mining production that surrounds the
village is extensive. It is difficult to image that the village will ever get back what it has lost.
The organisation Jatam has for several years studied the expansion of the coal industry in Kalimantan and cautions
strongly about the consequences for the environment and the inhabitants. Much of the mining activity in Kalimantan
is located in the district around Samarinda, the capital of East Kalimantan. Along the road between Samarinda and
the village of Kerta Buana a large number of mines are located. Parts of the district look like a lunar landscape, with
huge craters from the coal mines, some in operation and some abandoned and filled with water. Jatam has revealed
several illegal coal mines that have since been closed by the police. Merah stops to receive more information from a
family that has contacted the organisation. The family relates that their village recently lost a house down into one of
the opencast mines. Their own house stands at the edge of a mine hole.
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Five children have died in the province after having fallen into the open mines, Merah says. Abandoned opencast
mines are not secured, the edges are steep and slippery from clay, and the bottom is covered by large lakes of grey
water. There is great pressure from the mining companies in the district to move people and villages in order to
open new mines. Some families accept, tempted by the compensation for the land. Others refuse to move because
they feel tied to their home and village or feel that the compensation is not sufficient.
“Many accept the offer from the mining industry without understanding the long-term effects of the activity,” Merah
Johansyah explains. “They receive a short-term compensation, but the money disappears quickly. The compensation is
not productive money.”
Jatam works to make local society in East Kalimantan better able to negotiate with the companies and ensure that
they actually understand what the mines will signify for the future.

Land Conflicts and “Land Grab”
In South Kalimantan the environmental organisation WALHI has experienced that the coal has created a series of land
conflicts between the local population, the mining companies and local authorities. Rubber producer Misran, who
showed us Adaro Energy’s mine, is seated on the floor with a red t-shirt on which is written “WALHI”. In front of him
on the living room floor lies a thick pile of documents showing his conflict with the coal producer.
Misran owns a piece of land where he cultivates and taps rubber trees. It is located between his house and one of
Adaro’s abandoned mining areas. In addition, Misran and his family have sold land to Adaro, in return for payment.
Some land has been damaged but has been compensated by the company. But some land he has lost without
receiving compensation. Documentation and details of the communication with Adaro are to be found in the papers
that Misran is sorting into piles across the floor. Today he is worried about whether the company is going to take
more land; in the rubber forest plastic ribbons have turned up on the trees from someone who is surveying the land.
He fears it is Adaro who wants to expand its mining activity but does not know what is happening.
Adaro Energy plans to expand production in Tanjung from 45 to 80 million tons of coal annually. The plan is
described in an environmental report of perhaps 1000 pages that Andreas Bujed places on the living room table. This
will give Andreas Bujed even more to do. He has status as negotiator and spokesperson for the Dayak population
around Tanjung, the indigenous population on Borneo.
“I hope the future will be better; if not, the mining activity should be stopped,” Andreas says.
Before 2000 only 7 people from the village worked in the mining industry, but after pressure from the inhabitants,
now more than 300 do. The inhabitants complain about pollution of rivers and cultivated land and about social
problems tied to the mining operation. Prostitution is another problem that follows in the wake of the mining
economy.
“Adaro’s social programmes (corporate social responsibility, CSR) are not balanced against the effects of the
company,” Bujed believes. And the local inhabitants’ integration with the mining industry also has another
disadvantage: Bujed feels that local society loses a little of its Dayak identity when it becomes a part of the mining
society.
Andreas Bujed has invited one of the chieftain’s brothers to talk about his problem with Adaro Energy. The problem
begins when some of the locals sell their land to buyers because they need money or have no use for the land
themselves. The buyers sell the land on to the mining company. When someone starts to sell, those who own land
close by feel that they also have to, because they are afraid that they in any case will lose the land when the process
has gotten started. If they refuse, they may lose both the land and the income.
The chieftain’s brother’s problem was that finally he also wanted to sell a land area. But then it had already been sold
by somebody else. His battle was not been with the company but with the authorities in Tanjung, to have himself
declared the legal owner of the land and the compensation for the land he has lost. So far he has had no luck. He
has also tried a protest march and blocking the motor road, with no success. Today he lives by letting land for
parking. He has also tried to apply for work at Adaro, but they don’t want him.
The criticism of Adaro Energy by Andreas Bujed and the chieftain’s brother is tangibly subdued and cautious,
considering the destruction of nature and the effect on society. The reason for this is a man in uniform seated in a
corner of Andreas Bujed’s living room. Andreas has been told to always inform the police when Walhi visits him, so
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now a policeman sits and takes down all that is said. The policeman’s presence also casts a damper on WALHI. The
plan to call on Adaro Energy and take a look at the mining production itself is cancelled because the policeman
points out that “we don’t have permission from Jakarta”.

Rehabilitation of Land Areas
It is difficult to predict the long-term effect of a mining activity that has almost exploded, with a quadrupling of the
production in 10 years. Opencast mining entails great destruction of nature. First the forest is cut down or the fertile
topsoil on farmland is removed. The deep holes pollute the ground water, and rain water that fills the mines is
pumped out into rivers and drinking water.
Potentially, the mining companies can save the topsoil and replace it when they fill empty mines, before rehabilitating
the land with forest or cultivated land. Adaro Energy claims on its web pages that it will rehabilitate the opencast
mine when they have finished. According to WALHI, this only applies to a part of the mine.
Rehabilitation of the landscape and clearing up of environmentally harmful slag constitute a challenge for mining
companies all over the world. The expenses of rehabilitation come after a mine has been emptied, production is over,
and the profits have ended. It is expensive to for the companies to clean up rather than just run off from the scene
of the crime. Only companies with a reputation to maintain have the incentive to keep the environmental promises
made beforehand.
The mining landscape around Samarinda in East Kalimantan gives grounds for concern for Indonesia. Today
abandoned mines are full of water, and it is impossible to cultivate anything on the steep clay slopes. The question is
what the large mining companies in Indonesia will do when they leave their empty mines for the benefit of new
fields.
One person who can shed light on this is Professor Luthfi Fatah Udiansyah of the University of Banjarbaru, South
Kalimantan. There is little research or documentation available on the coal production in Kalimantan. Professor
Udiansyah wrote a study in 2007 and is in the process of finishing a new research report.
“Adaro is probably better than the other companies,” Udiansyah believes. But they too cheat.
In good mining practice you have to save the topsoil, which contains nutrients and organic matter that trees and
crops need. When the mining activity is finished, you fill up with superfluous deposit and clay, before replacing the
topsoil. Adaro Energy claims it does this, but it does not always happen in practice, Udiansyah claims.
“I have worked for Adaro myself and seen it in practice,” he says.
Professor Udiansyah shares the environmental organisation’s concern for the effect on the environment, with floods,
contamination of drinking water and ground water, dust and noise constituting some of the problems of the industry.
He has little faith in the CSR measures; they are mostly for the sake of appearances.
Coal Production and Deforestation
Indonesia has been through several decades of heavy deforestation. Kalimantan has already lost a large part of its
original rain forest because of massive logging from the 1970s to the 1990s. Today it is coal production that is
characteristic of the province, and enormous areas, corresponding to the surface area of Belgium, have been
allocated to mining concessions, according to Jatam’s report Deadly Coal. The organisation points to the risk that the
mining companies contribute to more deforestation.
There exists no documentation in English showing whether the mining licenses overlap with areas that are originally
rain forest or whether these are areas that have already been deforested. The largest and best documented risk of
deforestation in Indonesia today stems from the palm oil industry. The rain forest is burned down, and the land is
turned into new palm plantations.
The high tempo of the allotment of mining licenses, experience from how palm oil companies and lack of
transparency and information give reason for concern about whether the mining operations contribute to
deforestation. In 2012 the Pension Fund divested from some palm oil companies that contribute to deforestation,
after pressure from Rainforest Foundation Norway. There are grounds for investigating whether the coal industry also
contributes to deforestation. If so, it will entail a double-negative climate effect, first by deforestation and then on
burning of the coal.
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Corruption and Politics
Corruption is an integrated part of the relationship between the mining companies and the local authorities that allot
mining concessions, according to everyone we have talked to in Indonesia.
“The coal mining companies in Indonesia have strong negative influence because of corruption and lack of control
and maintenance of the law. There is no good mining practice in Indonesia,” Andrie Wijaya from Jatam concludes.
Indonesia has a bad reputation with regard to corruption and is ranked as 118 of 176 countries on Transparency
International’s corruption list for 2012. Financing of parties and politicians is the most widespread form of corruption
in Indonesia. The parties receive almost no membership income, since nobody trusts the parties and join them. They
receive little state support. At the same time the parties and the politicians have large expenses for their political
campaigns.
To an increasing extent the political parties finance their work by means of shady activities, according to
Transparency International in Indonesia: “This is no secret any more. This is something everyone knows. This is the
biggest kind of corruption now,” Mulya Lubis in Transparency International in Indonesia told the New York Times.10
He receives support from the anti-corruption organisation Indonesia Corruption Watch in Jakarta.
During the past year the organisation has done research on coal and corruption in Kalimantan. Firdaus Ilyas calls
attention to several challenges tied to the mining industry. One is plain corruption, in which persons or parties who
are candidates in local elections receive support from the mining companies in return for favours in the form mining
licenses. Another problem is tax evasion, in which the companies wriggle out of paying taxes. Both of these problems
are tied to lack of transparency; it is difficult to obtain access to contracts and the cash flow of the companies.
“Today there exist more than 5000 mining permits in Indonesia, and according to the Department of Energy, 50% of
the contracts are problematic,” Firdaus Ilyas says.
In 2010 the recognised government agency Commission for Anti-Corruption (KPK) found that the state lost USD 1.8
billion annually for mining licenses that the government had allotted illegally to companies on state land just in the
four provinces in Kalimantan. According to KPK, such illegal practice seldom had any legal consequences.11
There is little transparency about the extraction industry in Indonesia, which makes it difficult to obtain good and
reliable information about, for example, mining and timber production. A report from Human Rights Watch on
deforestation in Indonesia concludes as follows: “None of the following is publicly available: information on where
individual forest concessions are located, change in use of land areas; competing concessions for mining activity and
agriculture; data for single operations for forest and timber; and incomes.”
Human Rights Watch concludes: “The lack of transparency constitutes a fundamental hindrance for civilian access and
contributes to violations such as land robbery and violence, in addition to undermining anti-corruption and good
governance of Indonesia’s forests.”
Coal influences politics not only at the district level in Kalimantan. In 2014 presidential elections will be held in
Indonesia. One of the candidates is the billionaire Aburizal Bakrie. He is one of Indonesia’s richest men, with a fortune
made from, among other things, coal, plantations, infrastructure and property. Aburizal Bakrie is a candidate for the
party Golkar, which was the government party under General (and dictator) Suharto, until he was deposed in 1998.
Today the Bakrie family has large interests in the Indonesian coal company Bumi Resources, whose subsidiary Berau
Coal is one of the biggest coal producers in Kalimantan. The Bakrie family and their coal companies have also
previously been accused of bribes and tax evasion.12 In 2013 the family has been in an extensive ownership conflict
over the London-registered coal company Bumi, which in turn has interests in Bumi Resources. One of the reasons
for the conflict was the revelation of payments of USD 201 million “without any clear purpose for the company” to
the subsidiary Berau Coal.13 The Pension Fund has invested in both Bumi plc og Bumi Resources, for altogether 7,5
million USD.
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Lack of Control
The coal production in Kalimantan adds new fuel to the tension between the capital Jakarta and the provinces. After
the fall of Suharto, the dictator who ruled Indonesia from 1967 to 1998, the subsequent democratically elected
governments carried out policies that have given the provinces a great degree of autonomy. This has given the local
authorities a large degree of freedom to grant mining permits themselves.
But the mining companies’ fee – royalty – still goes to the Indonesian state. Royalty today constitutes 13.5% of the
net profits of large mining companies such as Bumi Resources and Adaro Energy. Small mining companies with little
coal production get away with a smaller fee, from 3.5% to 7%. But this is now about to be changed to 13.5% for all.14
But does the mining industry pay what they are supposed to? Ananda Idris doubts that the mining companies pay
the fee.
“Does anyone check that the mining companies furnish correct production numbers or income?” Idris asks. He works
as a consultant for the extraction field, with experience as consultant for Statoil, Intsok, Total, and Indonesian EITI
(Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative).
According to Idris, there is very little supervision of the companies, the production and the export. No one knows
how much is exported, and to whom. It is therefore impossible to know whether the companies pay what they are
supposed to in taxes and fees, he explains to the Future in Our Hands.
From 2002 to 2012 the price of coal has increased from 3- to 4-fold, whereas the expenses have only doubled.15
Little of this profit has nevertheless been transferred to the districts where the production takes place. When
Professor Udiansyah investigated the mining industry, he found that only 1% of the income was returned to the local
society where the mining companies operated.
Most of the profits go to the companies themselves, whereas a small part goes to the local business community,
such as hotels and shopping centers – both of which are clearly visible in the mining towns in Kalimantan. The
royalties that go to Indonesia disappear into political prestige projects or corruption. Little has gone to long-term
economic development or sectors outside the extraction industry. Kalimantan is experiencing a boom right now – but
very little of the profits are ploughed back into society in the form of knowledge, infrastructure, or permanent jobs.
Coal is a non-renewable resource.

Put on the Brakes?
After a decade of strong growth, the authorities in Indonesia have themselves notified that they are putting on the
brakes for coal production. At the end of July 2013 Minister of Energy Susilo Siswo Utomo stated that the
government were planning to reduce production to prevent Indonesia itself from becoming dependent on importing
coal after 2050. At the present production rate the country risks running out of coal in the course of a few decades.
The governor of East Kalimantan stated at the same time that he wanted a reduction in the production, because “the
province has never fully harvested recompensation from the [coal] industry. Most of the coal is exported, and the rest
satisfies the need for power on Java”.16 In East Kalimantan surface areas the size of Belgium have been allotted to
mining concessions, according to Jatam.17
“In the mining industry the local inhabitants get dust and dirt, whereas the workers and leaders get the advantages,”
Professor Udiansyah summarised in his study from 2007 on the effect of the mining industry.

14

http://www.thejakartaglobe.com/business/indonesia-to-raise-royalties-on-small-coal-miners/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/07/indonesia-coal-idUSL3N0EH27320130607
16
http://www.theborneopost.com/2013/07/31/govt-proposes-limits-for-coal-industry/
17
http://english.jatam.org/dmdocuments/DC%20ingg02.pdf
15
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Coal and Climate
From Borneo’s interior the coal flows out to the coast. On the river Mahakam a tugboat passes with a small mountain
of coal every 10 minutes throughout the whole afternoon. The barges are not only visible as they drift down the river
through Samarinda. You may also see them on Google’s map of the city, where the barges form small black
rectangles on the river. Thereafter the barges disappear into the delta where Mahakam meets the Macassar Strait.
In areas without a river the coal companies have built their own exclusive highways. Long trailers with coal pass at
intervals of just a few minutes. A network of kilometer-long production lines haul the coal between the mines, the
lorries and the cargo ships at the coast, before the coal is transported out into the world..
From the coal mine belonging to the company Indominco in East Kalimantan trailers as close as train coaches haul
coal down to the coast. Squeezed between two of these trailers we drive towards the coastal town of Santan. The
organization Jatam wants to investigate a tip about coal that has washed up on the beach. Earlier we had visited the
mining company Indominco’s offices in a attempt to speak about its production. The Pension Fund has invested
almost 2 million USD in the company Indo Tambangraya Megah, which also owns the two other mining companies
Indominco and Kitadin.
A person responsible for CSR at Indominco has given us a lecture on educational programs and job possibilities for
nearby villages but said not a word about the mining operation. We are not allowed to see the mine without
permission from headquarters in Jakarta. After a chat with the leader, he asks us not to cite him about the CSR
project either.
The village of Santan is located at the outskirts of Indominco’s big deposit for coal, where it is stored before being
exported on by boat. A quick stop to photograph the deposit causes two aggressive mine guards to want to arrest
us. JATAM’s activist quickly deletes the photos from his camera while trying to get us out of the situation. A severe
shower starts and sprays us with warm tropical rain, before the security guards give up and we can drive on.
Safely down on the beach on Borneo’s east coast we find coal that has been washed up by the waves, which Jatam
documents with photos and GPS coordinates. This does not constitute environmental damage in itself, but for Jatam
this is just one of many marks of an industry in the process of destroying nature and local society. The visit is also an
illustration of what remains after most of the coal has been transported out of Kalimantan and becomes a part of the
world’s complex energy supply. Only about 20% of the coal goes to consumption in Indonesia; 80% is exported.

An Energy Market Hungry for Coal
The world’s consumption of coal has increased markedly during the past decade, with China’s rapid industrial growth
as the most important driving force. Coal is the most important energy source for the world’s power, as the source of
40% of the electricity production.18 According to the prognoses of the International Energy Agency (IEA), the growth
will also continue rapidly up until 2017, when coal will compete with oil as the most important energy source in the
world. 1200 new coal power plants are being planned or built in 59 countries all over the world – 3 of 4 either in
China or India.19
It is in this situation that Indonesia has managed to develop into the world’s largest exporters of coal, ahead of
countries such as Australia, Russia, USA and South Africa. Indonesia’s coal is mainly of low quality but is well suited to
coal power plants that provide electricity for countries like India and China. I 2013 China notified that they want to
prohibit the import of low-quality coal, which could constitute a challenge for the small coal producers in Indonesia.
Like several other Asian countries, China at times struggles with extremely poor air quality owing to coal.20

18

http://www.iea.org/topics/coal/
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/nov/20/coal-plants-world-resources-institute
20
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/12/us-china-coal-pollution-idUSBRE98B01N20130912
19
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Coal and the Carbon Bubble
Another challenge is how the world will handle climate changes. There has been increased attention to the fact that
we must let at least 2/3 of the world’s known carbon reserves remain unused if we are to attain the internationally
recognized 2°C goal. The IEA stated this in its World Energy Outlook in 2012 but is not alone in calling attention to
the challenge. Coal gives more CO2 than oil and gas. If we introduce a “carbon budget” or set an international price
on carbon that makes consumption decrease, coal will soon be unprofitable compared with gas or oil.
Coal quickly becomes an unprofitable investment, seen in the light of the need to rapidly reduce the consumption of
fossil energy. Several financial actors have therefore begun to advice that shares in coal companies may be
worthless in a few years, when a new international climate agreement comes into force.
Indonesia’s strategy is to extract coal reserves quickly and dump it out on the market. In correlation with the
increasing coal prices, many new companies have opened coal mines in Kalimantan. In 2013 the international coal
prices have decreased somewhat, which has made coal producers in the country increase production, to be able to
pay their debts and give profits.24
Large amounts have been invested in companies that will lose money on a good climate policy. The consequence is
that it will be constantly more difficult to brake or stop the global climate changes.

The Pension Fund
The Government Pension Fund – Global has shares in 16 companies that are directly or indirectly involved in
Indonesian coal. The total investment constitutes almost 3 billion USD.
The Future in Our Hands has found 6 all-Indonesian coal mines in the Pension Fund’s portfolio, with a total
investment of 11 million USD. The 6 companies own together 26 coal mines and mining concessions in Kalimantan
and Sumatra. Four of these companies were included in the Fund’s portfolio as late as 2012.

21

http://www.jcoal.or.jp/publication/seminar/pdf_for_hp_indonesia_s/indonesiacoal_indutry_outlook_english.pdf
http://www.indonesia-investments.com/doing-business/commodities/coal/item236
23
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/07/indonesia-coal-idUSL3N0EH27320130607
24
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/07/indonesia-coal-idUSL3N0EH27320130607
22
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The rapid growth of coal has tempted several other Indonesian companies to buy into the coal sector. The largest is
the machine producer United Tractors, which, in collaboration with the finance company Astra International, has
bought the majority of the shares in eight coal companies with mining concessions. The tin producer Timah has
bought a coal company. The Pension Fund’s investments in the three companies amount to more than 200 million
dollars. The Fund also has shares in the cement company Semen Indonesia, which is on its way into the coal sector
but still does not own coal mines.
Indonesian coal companies are not the only ones
that own or operate mines in the country. The
Future in Our Hands has found seven
international coal companies in the Pension
Fund’s portfolio which are also present, with
control over 13 coal mines and concessions.
Peabody Energy Corp, one of the world’s largest
coal companies, does not operate its own coal
production but has established itself in Indonesia
to buy up and resale coal. Altogether these
investments amount to just under NKR 17 billion,
of which BHP Billiton alone amounts to more than
over 16.5 billion.
An examination of these companies shows that
they altogether own 48 coal mines and
concessions in Kalimantan and Sumatra. You will
find a survey of each company and its coal mines
in the last part of this note.
The Pension Fund has also invested in the largest
suppliers to the mining industry. The companies
are dependent on a large number of machines to
dig up the coal and get help from hundreds of
yellow lorries and excavators from Caterpillar and
Komatsu. Both companies have established their
own factories in Indonesia to supply the large
mining industry. The Pension Fund has invested in
both, for altogether 583 million dollars.

The Pension Fund’s Function

The Pension Fund in Indonesian coal
Indonesian coal companies:
Bumi Resources
Adaro Energy
Indo Tambangraya Megah
mill
Harum
Indika Energy
Bukit Asam
SUM:
Indonesian investments in coal:
Astra International
United Tractors
Timah
SUM:
International companies:
BHP Billiton (Australia and UK)
Peabody Energy Corp (USA)
Tata Power (India)
Banpu (Thailand)
Bumi plc (UK)
Monnet Ispat & Energy (India)
Cokal (Australia)
mill
SUM
Suppliers to the mining industry:
Caterpillar (USA)
Komatsu (Japan)

26 mill
12 mill
11
5.9 mill.
5 mill
4.8 mill
66 mill

788.9 mill
434.6 mill
5.3 mill
1,228 mill

16,649 mill
131 mill
65 mill
64 mill
19 mill
18.5 mill
15
16,963 mill

2,389 mill
1,103 mill

The Norwegian Parliament has authorised Norges
Bank to establish the Pension Fund: “Our task is
SUM
3,492 mill
to ensure financial values for future
(All
numbers
in
Norwegian
Kroners
(NOK)
generations.”25 Norges Bank administers the
profits from the oil Norway exports by means of
the Pension Fund. The Fund grows through the running profits from the investments and through supply of new oil
profits. The money is to ensure that future generations also may participate in the values from the North Sea. Norges
Bank states in its annual report that “A good long-term return on the Fund is dependent on a sustainable economic,
environmental and social development.”26 Today the Pension Fund is the world’s largest fund, with more than 800
billion dollars invested.
Norges Bank claims that it has climate as a special commitment area for the Pension Fund: Norges Bank expects that
companies develop strategies for handling risk attached to climate changes and that they report what they are doing
to reduce the risk that such changes may affect their profitability negatively.

25
26

Norges Banks årsrapport 2012.
Norges Banks årsrapport 2012.
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There are several factors that make the Pension Fund’s investments in Indonesian coal problematic. One is that the
investments are against Norway’s international climate work and goals. The Pension Fund risks losing money on the
investments if Norway attains the climate compromise the Parliament has agreed to. It is in itself a serious paradox
that the income from oil – which contributes to climate changes – is invested in coal production, which is even more
harmful.
Furthermore, there is reason to query whether the coal industry in Indonesia follows the Pension Fund’s own mandate
for “sustainable economic, environmental and social development”. The coal companies may ensure the Pension Fund
a short-term profit, but there is little long-term or sustainable development to detect in the wake of the massive
growth in coal production in Kalimantan. Coal is a non-renewable resource, and the investments are hardly
sustainable in the long run.
Finally, it is an unanswered question whether the coal production in Indonesia stays within the Pension Fund’s ethical
guidelines, which require that the Fund withdraws from companies that contribute to gross environmental damage.
The opencast mines and the lacking handling of water from the mines may in itself be characterised as gross
environmental damage.

Nordea and KLP
The Future in Our Hands has examined whether other
Norwegian actors invest in Indonesian coal companies. We
have found one bank and one fund that include shares in
Indonesian coal in their funds. If you invest in Nordea
Emerging Market Bond, then you also have a small part of
the shares in Adaro Energy, one of the largest coal companies
in Indonesia.

Coal investments in Norw. banks
In Nordea you may invest in Adaro Energy
through its unit trust Emerging Market Fund.
Kommunal Landspensjonskasse (KLP) has in
its funds included shares in Adaro Energy, Bumi
Resources, Bukit Asam, Indo Tambangraya
Megah and United Tractors.

Kommunal Landspensjonskasse (KLP) provides pension,
finance and insurance services to municipalities and county
municipalities, health authorities, and to enterprises in both
public and private sectors, and to their employees. In KLP’s
unit fund Emerging Markets Index I you can find all the largest Indonesian coal companies: Adaro Energy, Bumi
Resources, Bukit Asam and Indo Tambangraya Megah, in addition to United Tractors, which is actively buying into the
coal sector.
Both KLP and Nordea rate responsible investments and social responsibility highly among its values. Both companies
write warmly about environmental issues and climate strategy on their web pages. When confronted with not their
own but the Pension Fund’s investments in coal, Nordea’s oil analyst Thina Saltvedt told the newspaper Aftenposten
that she believes evaluations of companies’ climate and environmental influence will be rated higher on the agenda
by more investors in the years ahead.27
In spite of this, both these Norwegian actors chose to include Indonesian coal producers in their share portfolios. In
comparison, Storebrand has recently sold off 19 oil sand and coal companies, on the grounds of the climate.28

The Norwegian Rain Forest Commitment
The Norwegian government has promised 1 billion and paid 30 million dollars to Indonesia for preservation of the
rain forest. Deforestation is the biggest cause of climate changes, next to fossil energy. To preserve forest is a quick
and important climate measure. Indonesia has during the last few years experienced an extremely rapid and dramatic
deforestation. In 2006/2007 Indonesia ranked third in the world in emissions, because of deforestation and drainage
of the moorlands. As late as the summer of 2013 Singapore was almost totally covered with smoke because of the
many forest fires on Sumatra, Indonesia’s second largest island.

27

http://www.aftenposten.no/okonomi/Oljefondet-vil-unnga-klimasmell-7273162.html#.UkCEFj9ZSd4
http://www.mynewsdesk.com/no/storebrand-asa/pressreleases/storebrand-reduserer-co2-eksponeringen-i-sine-investeringer-19-selskaperekskluderes-882693
28
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In 2012 the Pension Fund withdrew from 23 palm oil companies in Malaysia and Indonesia because they contribute
to, among other things, deforestation. To what extent coal production contributes to deforestation is uncertain, but
the rapid tempo and the large areas allotted in mining concessions place great pressure on what remains of the
forest. In this connection it seems a paradox that Norway, on the one hand, chooses to give Indonesia large sums to
protect its rain forest against palm oil plantations and at the same time lets the Ministry of Finance and Norges Bank
invest in coal production in the very areas where the forest is threatened. This paradox we shall examine more closely
next.
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Norway’s Environmental Responsibility
Norway has, through its environmental compromise in the Parliament by backing the Copenhagen declaration after
the climate summit in 2009, supported the so-called 2°C goal – a goal to limit the global climate changes to less
than 2°C higher average temperature. This commits Norway to practice a climate policy that contributes to attaining
this goal.
In the course of the past few years the financial world has discovered the “carbon bubble” – in short, the financial risk
of investing in fossil energy. An international, effective climate agreement will make many of these investments
worthless.
The Future in Our Hands has several times written about the carbon bubble and revealed that the Pension Fund has
shares in oil and coal companies that sit on more fossil resources than they can extract if we are to keep the 2°C
goal. Our investigation of the coal production in Indonesia both confirms and exposes new sides of this paradox.
First, the Pension Fund’s investments in Indonesia show that the Fund is gambling that the climate goals will not be
attained. This has been pointed out by the Future in Our Hands previously, but it is still a seldom mentioned paradox
that the Ministry of Finance permits Norges Bank to gamble that the climate goals over which the Ministry of the
Environment governs will not be attained. The Pension Fund’s latest investments in four of the largest coal companies
in Indonesia shows the Fund is not keeping up with the financial world’s dawning awareness of the risk of investing
in fossil energy.
In the course of the 2013 election campaign the pro-oil parties were pressured about the climate consequences of
Norwegian extraction of oil in the North Sea. The answer from our two largest parties, Labour and the Conservatives,
was that Norwegian oil is still environmentally friendly because the world needs Norwegian oil, which replaces more
environmentally damaging coal. Paradoxically, the profits from this same oil are invested in coal extraction in, among
other places, Indonesia. In the campaign several of the environmental parties thought the Pension Fund should sell
off shares in coal and oil sand but received no support from Labour, the Conservatives or The Progress Party.
Our investigation of Indonesia sheds light on another factor that does not agree with the assertion that Norwegian
oil replaces coal. Norway’s expectation that coal must remain in the ground because it is more environmentally
damaging than Norwegian oil and gas skips over the fact that the coal is owned by somebody. Indonesia’s coal
companies and their shareholders will not let the coal lie just because Norwegian gas is better for the environment.
Our investigation confirms at the same time the warnings from Indonesian environmental organisations that the coal
adventure has a dark side. Environmental problems, loss of agricultural land, social conflicts, corruption and possible
deforestation are some of the results of the mining activity.
Fossil coal was the energy source that started the industrial revolution in Europe and constitutes an important
premise for modern society. The rapid growth of energy demands in Asia created an explosive growth of Indonesia’s
coal production, and the coal producers hope for golden days for several decades ahead. This would also provide
profits for Norwegian investors like the Pension Fund, KLP and Nordea. As opposed to the nineteenth century, today
we know that coal is one of the largest contributors to dangerous and irreversible climate changes. The Pension
Fund, Nordea and KLP’s investments in Indonesian coal are a bet that the world will not attain a necessary and
effective climate agreement that will limit climate changes to below the pain threshold of 2°C.
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Indonesian Coal Companies
The mining industry in Indonesia is big and difficult to obtain a complete survey of. Extraction of coal is carried out
on a sliding scale, from small firms that do illegal coal production with a few machines, via large Indonesian firms,
and up to the multinational company BHP Billiton, which is about to start a mine in Central Kalimantan. As many as
80 companies are members of Indonesia’s mining association.29
The largest producers in Indonesia are the country’s own coal
companies, all of which are quoted on the stock exchange in Jakarta
and with investments from the whole world. The Pension Fund has
invested in all the largest coal producers.

Coal production in tons (2010)

Bumi Resources
Arutmin

20 426 166

Indonesia has one state-owned coal company: Tambang Batubara
Bukit Asam, often called just Bukit Asam. It is quoted on the stock
exchange, and the Pension Fund has 0.8 million USD in shares in
the company. The other large coal companies are private and stockexchange-listed companies: Adaro Energy, Bumi Resources, Indo
Tambang Megah and Berau Coal Energy. Many of the companies,
such as Adaro Energy, Bumi Resources and Harum, are owned by
the elite in Indonesia, and there are strong bonds between business
and politics. Practically all the coal companies set up their own
subsidiaries for each mining concession, which run the production
in the mines. In the Future in Our Hands’ examination of the
companies in which the Pension Fund has invested we found 48
mines and mining concessions that expect to be in operation within
a few years.

Kaltim Prima Coal

39 951 221

Sum

60 377 387

Coal exists in different types and qualities. More than 80% of
Indonesia’s coal reserves are so-called brown coal of poor quality,
whereas 20% is of high quality (bituminous coal and anthracite).
Both types can be used in coal power plants to produce electricity,
but only coal of high quality may – after processing – be used in
industrial production to, for example, melt steel.30

Indominco Mandiri

Indonesia has large coal reserves, probably close to 57 billion tons,
but only a small part of this may be extracted. The coal reserves are
estimates of how much coal exists, whereas the coal resources are
what is expected may be extracted. How much can be extracted is
not a constant amount but depends on how difficult and costly it is
to dig up the coal, which in turn is affected by the price of coal.
According to BP’s energy statistics, only 5.5 billion tons of
Indonesia’s coal may be extracted. Indonesia has only 0.6% of the
world’s coal. In comparison, USA has 27.6%, Russia 18.2% and China
13.3% of the world’s coal reserves.31
Indonesia produces coal of both poor and high quality and sits on
about 4 billion tons of brown coal and 1.5 billion tons of high
quality. In addition to the negative climate effect of coal, coal power
plants contribute strongly to air pollution all over Asia. China is
especially affected by poor air quality and has recently suggested a
ban on the import of brown coal. This may affect as much as a third
29

Adaro Energy
Adaro Indonesia (Tanjung)
Indika Energy
Kideco Jaya Agung
Santan Batubara
Multi Tambangjaya Utama
Sum
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29 049 279
1 992 075
640 514
31 681 868

Indo Tambangraya Megah
Trubaindo Coal Mining
Jorong Barutama Greston
Sum

14 251 535
5 544 568
903 446
20 699 549

Bukit Asam
Bukit Asam Omblin

11 913 441

Harum
Mahakam Sumer Jaya

5 303 363

Bumi PLC
Berau Coal

17 382 639

Timah
Tanjung Alam Jaya

958 170

Tata Power
Baramulti Suksessarana
Antang Gunung Meratus
744 656
Source: http://tinyurl.com/pz9l7hn

http://apbi-icma.org/index.php?option=com_fabrik&view=mining&listid=2&Itemid=781
Coal mining industry in Indonesia, 2006.
31
http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/about-bp/statistical-review-of-world-energy-2013.html
30
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of Indonesia’s export to China, its largest market. The largest producers have a production big enough to enable
them to make a mixture of various types of coal to satisfy China’s demands. The smaller producers, on the other
hand, may have problems.32

Map of the mines of the companies where the Pension Fund has invested

The map may be found on Google Maps: http://tinyurl.com/phwoyyk

32

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/40492228-d35b-11e2-b3ff-00144feab7de.html
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The Pension Fund’s Investments
SPU’s invested amount (NOK)

Change in value

2011

2012

2011-12

689 728 372

26 813 633

-662 914 739

Adaro Energy

12 335 911

Indo Tambangraya Megah

SPU’s ownership
2011

Change in

2012 ownership

Indonesian coal companies
Bumi Resources

Harum

42 873 197

2.32%

0.38%

-84%

12 335 911

0.04%

New

10 928 982

10 928 982

0.04%

New

5 926 450

-36 946 747

0.06%

-83%

Indika Energy

5 273 767

5 273 767

0.35%

0.12%

New

Bukit Asam

4 830 666

4 830 666

0.02%

New

66 109 408
Indonesian coal companies
Astra International
United Tractors

1 385 424 627

788 903 754

-596 520 873

0.70%

0.44%

-37%

633 702 377

434 626 632

-199 075 745

0.98%

1.02%

4%

5 320 593

5 320 593

0.12%

New

Timah

1 228 850 979
International companies
BHP Billiton PLC (UK)

10 502 741 075

11 644 799 798

1 142 058 723

1.13%

1.14%

1%

2 222 761 144

5 005 313 661

2 782 552 518

0.20%

0.44%

123%

Peabody Energy Corp (USA)

397 110 801

131 173 500

-265 937 301

0.74%

0.33%

-56%

Tata Power (India)

125 908 630

65 337 399

-60 571 231

0.54%

0.25%

-54%

Banpu (Thailand)

58 949 099

64 004 341

5 055 242

0.21%

0.31%

47%

Bumi plc (UK)

55 418 650

19 125 056

-36 293 595

0.28%

0.32%

14%

Monnet Ispat & Energy (In.)

37 058 106

18 473 980

-18 584 126

1.41%

1.00%

-29%

Cokal (Australia)

50 592 113

15 152 181

-35 439 931

4.63%

3.99%

-14%

BHP Billiton Ltd (Australia)

16 963 379 916

All numbers are in Norwegian Kroners. 1 US dollars is approximately 6 kroner.

Notes
In this survey we have included all companies in the Pension Fund (SPU) involved in the coal industry in Indonesia.
On the next pages you will find a survey of each company and its function in the coal sector. We have also made a
survey of each mine and mining concession, located in the fact boxes on the same pages and on Google Maps (see
previous page).
Today the Pension Fund owns shares in all the six largest coal mining companies in Indonesia. In a climate
perspective it is of interest and of concern that the Pension Fund bought shares in four of the companies as late as
in 2012. In contrast to other financial actors who are selling off coal, which is considered financially risky, the Pension
Fund has invested in new companies.
The investments in Bumi Resources have been greatly reduced from 2011 to 2012. On principle, Norges Bank never
comments on its various investments. The Future in Our Hands has reason to believe that this reduction is due to
financial aspects of Bumi Resources – which has a turbulent history – and not that it works with coal. Acquisitions in
other companies, such as four new coal companies and BHP Billiton, are a sign of this. In its annual report Norges
Bank has no climate perspective in its coal investments.
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Where Norway Has Invested
48 coal mines:

Bumi Resources
Bumi Resources33 is Indonesia’s largest producer and coal exporter.
Bumi owns the coal companies Kaltim Prima Coal (KPC) and
Arutmin Indonesia and also has production in Kalimantan, Sumatra
and Sulawesi in Indonesia. The two mining companies operate
altogether seven coal mines.34 Bumi Resources is also present in
Yemen and Mauritania, where it extracts minerals.35
The powerful Bakrie family is the majority owner of Bumi
Resources. The head of the Bakrie family, Aburizal Bakrie, is also a
presidential candidate in 2014. He was previously Indonesia’s
richest man but has now fallen on the list of the richest in the
country.36 (See also Bumi Plc below.)

Adaro Energy
Adaro Energy operates the largest coal mine on the southern
hemisphere. The coal is dug out in the opencast mine near
Tanjung and then hauled by lorries for 80 km to the river, where it
is loaded onto barges that sail 250 km (24 h) down the Barito River
to the coast, where it is transferred over on large ships that convey
the coal to the markets in Asia. Each of the links in the transport is
run by a separate subsidiary.37
Adaro Energy has plans to expand production from about 45 to 80
million tons coal annually in Tanjung. The company has also
bought into coal mines in Sumatra and Central Kalimantan, the
latter in collaboration with BHP Billiton.38

A survey of operative mines and mining
concessions that belong to the coal
companies in the Pension Fund and their
subsidiaries. The mines and mining
concessions on this list are located in
Sumatra and East, South and Central
Kalimantan. The Future in Our Hands has
made a map where you may zoom in on
the mines in Google’s satellite map:
http://tinyurl.com/phwoyyk
BUMI RESOURCES
Kaltim Prima Coal is a subsidiary of Bumi
Resources and Tata Power and has the
following mines:
• Sangatta
• Bengalon
Arutmin is a subsidiary of Bumi Resources
and has the following mines:
• Satui
• Mulia
• Asam Asam
• Batulicin
• Senakin

Indo Tambangraya Megah

ADARO ENERGY
ITM is one of the large Indonesian coal companies, with six coal
• Adaro Indonesia, (Tanjung)
mining concessions, coal production, processing and logistics The
• Mustika Indah Permai (75% ownership)
coal production is operated by five subsidiaries in East, South and
• Bukit Enim Energi (61% ownership)
Central Kalimantan: Indominco Mandiri, Trubaindo Coal Mining,
Jorong Barutama Greston, Bharinto Ekatama and Kitadin, which in
turn is divided into two companies: Kitadin (Embalut) and Kitadin
(Tandung Mayang). ITM is partly owned by Thai Banpu Public Company Ltd (see below).39

33

For the sake of simplicity we have removed the terms PT, corresponding to Norwegian AS, which often precedes the company name, and Tbk,
which means that the company is listed on the stock exchange.
34
http://www.arutmin.com/content/index.php?page=13
35
http://www.bumi-plc.com/global-operation/bumi-resources
36
http://www.forbes.com/sites/laurahe/2012/11/28/presidential-contender-aburizal-bakrie-drops-off/
37
http://www.adaro.com/files/Investor_Presentation_Spring_2013.pdf
38
http://www.coalage.com/index.php/features/2874-adaro-plays-a-major-role-in-indonesian-growth.html
39
http://in.reuters.com/finance/stocks/companyProfile?symbol=ITMG.JK
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Harum Energy
Harum Energy40 is majority-owned by Kiki Barki, Indonesia’s 17th
richest man. The company operates three coal mines in East
Kalimantan through its subsidiaries Mahakam Sumer Jaya, Santan
Batubara and Tambang Batubara Harum. The company also owns
subsidiaries that are in charge of freight and loading of coal.41
Harum has increased coal production every year during the past 6
years and in 2012 had a profit of a little more than USD 1 billion.42

INDO TAMBANGRAYA MEGAH
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indominco Mandiri
Trubaindo Coal Mining
Jorong Barutama Greston
Kitadin (Embalut)
Kitadin (Tandung Mayang)
Bharinto Ekatama

Indika Energy
Indika Energy is an Indonesian energy company that produces coal
and electricity. The coal production is operated through several
subsidiaries; the largest is Kideco (Kideco Jaya Agung), in East
Kalimantan, which according to the company is Indonesia’s third
largest coal company with 31.5 million tons coal in 2011. Kideco gets
coal from five opencast mines: Roto North, Roto South, Roto Middle,
Susubang and Samarangau. Expected coal reserves were 651 million
tons.
Indika Energy also has the subsidiary Santan (Santan Batubara)
jointly with Petrosea and Harum Energy, with coal concession in East
Kalimantan. Moreover, Indika has secured two new mining
concessions that are not operative (Mitra Energi Agung (East
Kalimantan) and Multi Tambangjaya Utama (Central Kalimantan).43

Bukit Asam
Bukit Asam, or Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam Persero Tbk PT, which
is the full name, is state-owned and is one of Indonesia’s largest coal
producers. The company was listed on the stock exchange in 2002. It
estimates that it has total coal resources of 7.29 billion tons, of
which 1.99 billion tons may be extracted (resources). It runs four
mines, three on Sumatra and one in East Kalimantan, and three
harbours.44 It plans to increase production from 12 million to 70
million tons annually and construct a new railroad to transport coal
to the coast and thus become the country’s largest exporter in
2016.45

HARUM ENERGY:
• Mahakam Sumer Jaya (mining
concession)
• Tambang Batubara Harum (mining
concession)

INDIKA ENERGY
• Kideco Jaya Agung
• Santan Batubara (part owned by Harum
Energy)
• Mitra Energi Agung (mining concession)
• Multi Tambangjaya Utama (mining
concession)

BUKIT ASAM
•
•
•
•

Peranap
Ombilin
Tanjung Enim
International Prima Coal

The Pension Fund bought into the company in 2012.

Astra International
Astra International is an Indonesian finance company. Its broad investment portfolio also includes the coal industry.
Astra International owns 59% of United Tractors and therefore lists United Tractor’s mining portfolio as part of its
own values.46 Astra also has ownership shares in Komatsu, which delivers excavators and lorries to the coal mines.

40

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2013/04/01/after-a-bad-year-coal-miners-focus-slashing-costs.html
http://www.harumenergy.com/corporates
42
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2013/04/01/after-a-bad-year-coal-miners-focus-slashing-costs.html
43
http://www.indikaenergy.co.id/business.php?solid=res
44
http://ptba.co.id/en/about/location
45
http://indonesia-oslo.no/bukit-asam-out-to-become-biggest-coal-producer/
46
http://www.astra.co.id/index.php/business/detail/45
41
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United Tractors
United Tractors47 produces tractors and machine equipment for,
among other things, the mining industry. But the company is also
expanding rapidly into the coal industry. During the past few years
it has invested in several coal mines and in 2012 owned nine coal
mines through its subsidiary Prima Multi Mineral, with estimated
coal reserves of 424 million tons. United Tractors collaborates with
other actors in the coal operation, including Astra International.
The company plans to expand production and secure more mines.

Timah

Timah48 is a state-owned tin company, listed on the stock
exchange in Jakarta. It has a strategy for diversification of its
production, including in coal production. Its subsidiary Timah
Investasi Mineral has bought and runs a coal company with
production in Tapin in South Kalimantan in collaboration with
Tanjung Alam Jaya.

UNITED TRACTORS:
Prima Multi Mineral is a subsidiary with
majority in the following mining
companies:
• Tuah Turangga Agung
• Agung Bara Prima
• Asmin Bara Bronang (60.4% ownership)
• Asmin Bara Jaan (60.4% ownership)
• Duta Sejahtera (60% ownership)
• Duta Nurcahya (60% ownership)
• Piranti Jaya Utama (mining concession,
60% ownership)
• Borneo Berkat Makmur
TIMAH:

Semen Indonesia Persero

• Tanjung Alam Jaya
This is the largest state-owned cement company in Indonesia and
is listed on the Jakarta stock exchange.49 Cement production is
dependent on energy, and Semen Indonesia Persero has therefore started to invest in coal power plants and coal
mines. Its subsidiary SGG Energi Prima will operate mining, trade and transport of coal. It is uncertain whether the
company has started production yet, but it aims to acquire mines in South and East Kalimantan.50

International Companies
BHP Billiton (Australia and UK)
BHP Billiton is a large international mining company, listed as two different companies in London and Sydney (BHP
Billiton Ltd and BHP Billiton plc; the Pension Fund has invested in both). BHP Billiton is present in 25 countries in the
whole world, with production of, among other things, oil, diamonds, metals and coal. It is also present in Indonesia,
through its subsidiary IndoMet Coal in Central Kalimantan. BHP Billiton provides little information about this51, but its
partner Adaro Energy states that the Haju mine will start production in 2013.52

Tata Power (India)
Tata Power is a large Indian energy company, with investments in several energy sectors in many countries, including
Indonesia. Tata Power has 30% ownership in the two large Indonesian coal producers Arutmin and Kaltim Prima Coal.
Bumi Resources sits on the majority of the shares in both companies. In 2013 Tata Power has bought into a new coal
producer, Baramulti Suksessarana, at 26%. Together with a subsidiary, BSSR has coal resources estimated at 1 billion
tons coal, according to Tata Power’s annual report for 2012.

47

http://www.unitedtractors.com/mining
http://www.timah.com/v2/eng/our-business/4910052012111917/non-tin-product/7510052010112610/coal
49
http://www.jobscdc.com/2012/03/pt-sgg-energi-prima-recruitment.html
50
http://www.semengresik.com/eng/post/BUSINESS-EXPANSION-Semen-Gresik-Establishes-a-Subsidiary-Operating-in-Coal-Sector.aspx
51
http://www.sunriseproject.org.au/what-is-bhp-up-to-in-indonesia/
52
http://www.adaro.com/files/1Q13_Final_Clean.pdf
48
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Banpu (Thailand)
Banpu53 is a Thai coal company with activities in Thailand, Laos,
Indonesia, China, Australia and Mongolia. Banpu went into
Indonesia in 1991 and today owns 65% of Indo Tambangraya
Megah (see above). Increased production in Indonesia and
Australia contributed to making Banpu’s collected production
increase by 8% in 2012.54

Bumi plc (UK)
Bumi plc is a British company, owned by the Indonesian Bakrie
family and the British investor Nathan Rothschild. The company
has large ownership shares in the two Indonesian coal mining
companies Bumi Resources and Berau Coal. Berau Coal is,
according to the owner, Indonesia’s fifth largest coal producer,
with three opencast mines in East Kalimantan: Lati, Binungan and
Sambarata. Berau Coal also has three other concessions, of
which two are expected to be operative in 2012/13.55 In the
course of 2013 Rothschild and the Bakrie family have been in
conflict about control of of Bumi, and it looks as if Bumi may
sells its share of Bumi Resources back to the Bakrie family.56

Monnet Ispat and Energy

BHP Billiton
• IndoMet Coal Project (Adaro is part
owner)

TATA POWER:
• Baramulti Suksessarana
• Antang Gunung Meratus

BUMI plc
Bereau Coal, subsidiary of Bumi Plc:
• Lati
• Binungan
• Sambarata
COKAL:
• Bumi Barito Mineral Project (60%
ownership)

Monnet Ispat and Energy is an Indian coal company that
operates the largest subterranean coal mine in India. In 2011 the
company bought the Indonesian coal company Sarwa Sembada
Karya Bumi, with rights to large coal reserves in Sumatra in
Indonesia.57 The acquisition is part of a strategy to secure coal
for energy production in India.

• Tambang Benua Alam Raya
• Borneo Bara Prima (60% ownership)
• Anugerah Alam Katingan (75%
ownership)
• Anugerah Alam Manuhing (75%
ownership)
• Silangkop Nusa Raya (75.2% ownership)

Cokal (Australia)

MONNET ISPAT AND ENERGY:

Cokal58 is an Australian coal company specialising in high-quality
coal for metal production. The company has mining activity in
Indonesia, Tanzania and Mozambique.59 In Indonesia, Cokal is
majority owner, with 60-75% of the shares in various mining
companies in Central Kalimantan.

53

• Sarwa Sembada Karya Bumi

Altogether 48 mines and mining
concessions.

http://www.banpu.com/en_operation_coal_production.php
http://www.bangkokpost.com/business/news/364682/banpu-sees-revenue-crumble
55
http://www.bumi-plc.com/global-operation/berau-coal
56
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/dbc3aff6-ef81-11e2-8229-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2fFQ3H9w5
57
http://www.monnetgroup.com/bussiness-mining-overview.php
58
http://www.cokal.com.au
59
http://www.coalage.com/index.php/news/latest/2428-cokal-starting-new-mine-in-indonesia.html
54
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Companies Connected to Coal Production in Indonesia
Peabody Energy Corp (USA)
Peabody is American and calls itself the world’s largest private coal company, with activity in 25 countries. It has
established itself in Indonesia to carry out acquisition and sale of coal for the Asian energy market.60

Komatsu (Japan)
Komatsu produces excavators, lorries and other machines for, among other things, the mining and timber industries.
The company is a large-scale supplier for the coal mining industry, and its lorries and excavators turn up on most of
the pictures of the mines in Indonesia. Komatsu Indonesia, a subsidiary, collaborates with United Tractors and
produces excavators and lorries in Jakarta, plus part production in Bekasi, Indonesia.61

Caterpillar (USA)
Caterpillar is the other large machine producer for the mining industry. The need for machines is large enough that
Caterpillar recently opened a second factory in Indonesia, where it will produce lorries for the country’s mining
industry.62

60

http://www.peabodyenergy.com/content/357/Peabody-in-Indonesia
http://www.komi.co.id/ourcompany/subdetail/?sub=15
62
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204224604577032570486493662.html
61
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